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Access Interpreting, Inc.
200 Lawyers Road #1993
Vienna, VA 22180
571-730-4330 (V)
202-540-8617 (Videophone)
www.ainterpreting.com
CART services can be provided on-site or remotely.
Other services include sign language interpreting, deaf
interpreting, virtual interpreting services, conference
accessibility coordination, and deaf culture seminars.

iYellow Group
8757 Georgia Avenue, Suite 500
Silver Spring, MD 20910
240-428-1820 (V)
E-mail: info@iyellowgroup.com
www.iyellowgroup.com/interpreting
On-site and remote sign language interpreting including
legal, medical, technical government and high profile, onsite and remote CART, ASL classes and training,
business consulting, and assistive technology.

Alderson Court Reporting
1111 14th Street, NW, Suite 1050
Washington, DC 20005-5626
202-289-2260 (V)
1-800-367-3376 (Toll Free)
E-mail: scheduling@trustpoint.one
www.aldersonreporting.com
CART subtitling for real-time transliteration and
captioning.
Elliott, Darian, RPR, CBC, CRR
301-801-7674 (V)
E-mail: deecaptions@yahoo.com
Laptop, LCD projector, remote CART, multiple
monitors, video/encoder, and internet CART. Weekend
and evening hours only.
Ennis Captioning Solutions, LLC
Natalie C. Ennis, CRC, CSR-CA, RPR / CI and CT
443-854-9258 (V)
E-mail: ennis.natalie@gmail.com
One-site and remote CART, broadcast captioning,
webcasting, and ASL interpreting.
HIS Sign, LLC
1-877-886-8879 (Toll Free – 24/7)
E-mail: requestinterpreter@hissign.com
www.HISsign.com
HIS Sign is a local interpreting agency based in
Ashburn, Virginia providing a wide array of
communication services to every type of organization.
Currently provide onsite and remote ASL interpreting
(including CUED speech), as well as CART and
TypeWell services. In addition to these services, they
also offer Transcription and Captioning services and
customized solutions. Provide services in Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia and D.C
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